INTRODUCTION
Traditional economic and finance theory is based on the assumptions of investor homogeneity and rational expectations. Since agents are rationally impounding all relevant information into their trading decisions, the movement of prices is assumed to be perfectly random and hence exhibit random walk behaviour. This view is the theoretical underpinning of the efficient market hypothesis and asset pricing theories generally either implicitly or explicitly, including the optimal portfolio rules developed by Markowitz (1952) and Merton (1971) , the static and intertemporal capital asset pricing model of Sharpe (1964) , Lintner (1965) , Mossin (1966) and Merton (1973a) and models for the pricing of contingent claims beginning with the work of Black and Scholes (1973) and Merton (1973b) . The impressive statistical evidence in favour of market efficiency, documented by Fama (1976) , has been taken as support for the random walk model and for a long time financial economists were contented with this view as the explanation of the time series behaviour of observed asset prices.
Empirical investigations of (high-frequency) financial time series in both equity and foreign exchange markets show some common features that are not in line with these assumptions, so-called stylized facts: include excess volatility (relative to the dividends and underlying cash flows), excess skewness, fat tails (the tails of distribution have a higher density than that predicted by the normal distribution, which conventionally was indicated by excess kurtosis), volatility clustering (high/low fluctuations are followed by high/low fluctuations), and longrange dependence in volatility (often characterized by slow decay of autocorrelations of squared or absolute returns. More precisely, we see insignificant autocorrelations (ACs) of raw returns and hyperbolic decline of ACs of the absolute and squared returns, see Ding et al., 1993) , and various power-law behaviour. We refer to Pagan (1996) for a comprehensive discussion of stylized facts characterizing financial time series and Lux (2008) for a recent survey on empirical evidence of various power laws. These facts are not entirely contradictory to the traditional economic and finance theory with representative agent and rational expectations, but the theory does not provide persuasive explanation on a large subset of these facts. Our paper contributes to the explanation of the stylized facts from a heterogeneous agent models (HAMs) perspective.
Our paper considers a simple market fraction (MF) model developed by Li (2007, 2008 ). The MF model is a simple stochastic asset pricing model, involving two types of traders (fundamentalists and trend followers) under a market maker scenario. He and Li (2008) describe various aspects of financial market behaviour and establish the connection between the stochastic model and its underlying deterministic system. Through a statistical analysis, He and Li (2008) show that convergence of market price to fundamental value, long-and short-run profitability of the two trading strategies, survivability of trend followers and various under-and over-reaction autocorrelation patterns of the stochastic model can be explained by the dynamics, including the stability and bifurcations, of the underlying deterministic system. Based on these results, He and Li (2007) study the generating mechanism of the MF model to produce the volatility clustering and the long-range dependence in volatility. The results show that heterogeneity, risk-adjusted trend chasing, and the interplay of a stable deterministic equilibrium and stochastic noisy processes can be the source of power-law distributed fluctuations. The power-law behaviour is further verified by econometric estimates via a Monte Carlo simulation.
The analysis of generating mechanism and power-law decay estimation based on simulations in He and Li (2007) provides a promising perspective for testing of the MF model to actual data in this paper.
In this paper, we test the MF model using the daily DAX 30 index and pay particular attention on the power-law behaviour in volatility. By selecting a set of structural parameters of the model through a systematic procedure, we show that the autocorrelations of returns, absolute returns and squared returns of the MF model share the same patterns for the DAX 30.
By conducting econometric analysis via Monte Carlo simulations, we then characterize these power-law behaviours and find that estimates of the power-law decay indices, the (FI)GARCH parameters, and the tail index of the selected market fraction model match closely to the corresponding estimates for the DAX 30. Interpretation of the selected parameters is consistent with the power-law behaviour generating mechanism in He and Li (2007) . The results provide very positive evidence on the explanatory power of heterogeneous agent models.
We should emphasize that econometric analysis, especially estimation of heterogeneous agent models is still a challenging task, see for instance, a recent comprehensive review by Chen et al. (2012) . Generally, the difficulties of estimation come from the complexity of the HAMs, together with (typically) many parameters, which makes verification of identification rather difficult, and thus proving consistency of estimation troublesome. For recent attempts to estimate HAMs, the identification problem is typically circumvented by focussing on a relatively simple HAMs, or by estimating a few key parameters only. Boswijk et al. (2007) derive a reduced form equation from a simplified Hommes (1997, 1998) type model and estimate it by using nonlinear least square method. Alfarano et al. (2005) estimate a simplified herding model by maximum likelihood method. Amilon (2008) estimates two specifications of the extended Brock and Hommes switching models described in De Grimaldi (2003, 2006) by using the efficient method of moments and maximum likelihood method. He concludes that the simple prototype models he estimated seem to have potential to explain empirical facts although the fit is generally not quite satisfactory. But he also reports local minima, possibly not the global minimum, when calculating the estimators. Franke (2009) applies the method of simulated moments to a model developed by Manzan and Westerhoff (2005) . He reports that one of the parameters is not identified. He also discusses the problem of many local minima. Nevertheless, the other (identified) parameters could be estimated in a meaningful way, despite the simplicity of the model. Thus, although good progress seems to be made in estimating HAMs, even in case consistent estimation would be possible, the likely heavily nonlinear relationship between observables and unknown parameters to be estimated might seriously complicate estimation, see, for example, Chen et al. (2012) , and experienced by, for example, Amilon (2008) and Franke (2009) . Therefore, in this paper, following Li et al. (2010) we select structural parameters of interests in the MF model class that minimizes a distance between data based and HAMs based parameters.
Our approach seems relevant to general HAMs, particularly when dealing with more complicated models. Moreover, quite possibly a HAM might be misspecified, so that likelihood and/or moments based methods might produce poor results. For instance, this might be the reason that in Franke (2009) the method of simulated moments, using the optimal weighting matrix, produces less favourable results compared to estimating the parameters based on an intuitive way of linking theoretical and empirical moments. Our procedure is more robust to model misspecification, sharing the same spirit as real business cycles literature, such as Kydland and Prescott (1982) , and equity premium puzzle literature, Mehra and Prescott (1985) , Diebold et al. (1998) and Schorfheide (2000) in the macroeconomics literature, Gilli and Winker (2003) , in agent-based financial market literature. 1 1 For the discussions on comparison of this methodology with the usual estimation methodology, see, e.g., Canova (1994) , Hansen and Heckman (1996) , Prescott (1991, 1996) , Geweke (2006) , and Dridi et al. (2007) .
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 provides a selective literature review on the development of HAMs. Section 3 summaries the MF model. In Section 4 we first systematically select a set of structural parameters of the MF model to characterize the power-law behaviour in volatility of the DAX 30 stock market daily closing price index. We then estimate the power-law decay parameters of the autocorrelation of returns, the squared returns and the absolute returns, (FI)GARCH (1, 1) parameters, and the power-law decay rates of the tail distribution for both the DAX 30 index and MF model-generated data. In Section 5, we present an explanation of the selected structural parameters of the MF model. Section 6 concludes.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Various statistical models have been developed to characterize the stylized facts. For instance GARCH processes initiated by Engle (1982) model returns as a random process with a time-varying variance that shows autoregressive dependence. These models produce volatility clustering and fat tails of the unconditional distribution. However, the implied decay of the volatility autocorrelation is exponential rather than hyperbolic, which is in contradiction with the long-range dependence in volatility. Other popular statistical models include variations of the ARCH-class model and the Markov switching model, for instance, see Bollerslev et al. (1986) and Hamilton (1994) . These models are quite successful in modelling some of these stylized facts, but they do not offer any economic explanation.
As a result, the literature has witnessed increased attempts at modelling the financial markets by incorporating heterogeneous agents and bounded rationality, see surveys by Hommes (2006) , LeBaron (2006) , Lux (2008 ), Chiarella et al. (2009 and Chen et al. (2012) . These models characterize the dynamics of financial asset prices resulting from the interaction of heterogeneous agents having different attitudes to risk and having different expectations about the future evolution of prices. One of the key aspects of these models is that they exhibit feedback of expectations-the agents' decisions are based upon predictions of future values of endogenous variables whose actual values are determined by equilibrium equations. In particular, Hommes (1997, 1998) proposed an Adaptive Belief System model of economic and financial markets. The agents adapt their beliefs over time by choosing from different predictors or This methodology is also closely linked to Indirect Inference (Gourieroux et al., 1993; Dridi and Renault, 2000; and Dridi et al., 2007) . expectation functions, based upon their past performance. The resulting nonlinear dynamical system is, as Brock and Hommes (1998) and Hommes (2002) show, capable of generating a wide range of complex price behaviour from local stability to high order cycles and chaos. It is very interesting to find that adaptation, evolution, heterogeneity, and even learning, can be incorporated into the Brock and Hommes type of framework 2 . Moreover, recent works by Westerhoff (2004) , Chiarella et al. (2005) and Westerhoff and Dieci (2006) show that complex price dynamics may also result within a multi-asset market framework. This broader framework also gives rise to rich and complicated dynamics and can be used to obtain a deeper understanding of market behaviour. They are capable of explaining various market behaviours, such as the deviation of the market price from the fundamental price, market booming and crashes.
One of the most interesting questions for the above heterogeneous agent models is how well they can explain the stylized facts. In most of this literature so far, numerical simulations have shown that the models are able to generate some of the stylized facts of financial markets, including volatility clustering, excess skewness and kurtosis, and fat tails, but not all. In particular, explanation of the power-law behaviour 3 still seems to be a challenging task. This has spurred attempts at a theoretical explanation by using HAMs and the search for an understanding of the underlying mechanisms that are responsible for such power laws 4 . Multiplicative stochastic processes (with multiplicative and additive stochastic components) have been used to explain the power-law behaviour in rational bubble models (see Kesten (1973) and Lux (2008) ). However, as shown by Lux and Sornette (2002) , the range of the exponent required for the rational bubble models is very different from the exponent observed from the empirical findings. In addition, the rational bubble models share the conceptual problems of economic models with fully rational agents. Herding models of financial markets have been developed to incorporate herding and contagion phenomena. 5 With a stripped down version of an extremely parsimonious stochastic herding model with fundamentalists (who trade on 2 See, Hommes (2001 Hommes ( , 2002 , He (2002, 2003b) , , Westerhoff (2003) and De Grauwe and Grimaldi (2006) . 3 They include power-law distribution of large returns, hyperbolic decline of return autocorrelation function, temporal scaling of trading volume and multi-scaling of higher moments of returns. 4 For instance, Farmer et al. (2004) attribute the power-law behaviour in return distribution to liquidity fluctuation using market microstructure approach. We refer to Lux (2008) for a recent survey on empirical evidence, models and mechanisms of various financial power laws. 5 See Kirman (1991 Kirman ( , 1993 , Lux (1995 Lux ( , 1997 Lux ( , 1998 , Lux and Marchesi (1999) , Chen et al. (2001) , and Aoki and Yoshikawa (2002) . Lux and Marchesi (1999) argue that the indeterminateness of the market fractions in a market equilibrium and the dependence of stability on the market fractions exist in a broad class of behavioural finance models, which is further supported by Giardina and Bouchaud (2003) and Lux and Schornstein (2005) . observed mispricing) and noise traders (who follow the mood of the market), Alfarano et al. (2005) show that their herding model is able to produce relatively realistic time series for returns whose distributional and temporal characteristics are astonishingly close to the empirical findings. This is partly due to a bi-modal limiting distribution for the fraction of noise traders in the optimistic and pessimistic groups of individuals and partly due to the stochastic nature of the process leading to recurrent switches from one majority to another. A mechanism of switching between predictors and co-existing attractors is used in Gaunersdorfer and Hommes (2007) to characterize volatility clustering 6 . The highly nonlinear deterministic system may exhibit coexistence of different types of attractors and adding noise to the deterministic system may then trigger switches between low-and high-volatility phases. Their numerical simulations show quite satisfactory statistics between the simulated and actual data. However, the comparison with empirical facts is mainly based upon visual inspection, or upon a few realizations of the model without formal econometric treatment.
In contrast to the theoretical oriented models discussed above, there is also a rapidly expanding literature of HAMs which are computationally oriented and we refer the reader to a recent survey by LeBaron (2006) . One of the most important advantages of this approach is that many behavioural aspects at the micro level including the interaction of agents can be aggregated at the macro level through computer simulations. However, as pointed by Hommes (2006) , HAMs, particularly the computational HAMs, face a problem of too many degrees of freedom and too many parameters, which makes it difficult to assess the main causes of observed stylized facts. This problem makes the estimation and calibration of the HAMs model to financial data difficult.
In terms of the comparison of the econometric characterizations between the simulation models and the actual data, we refer to, Chen et al. (2012) for an overview and Li et al. (2006, 2010) for a formal analysis. One of the important issues in dealing with the estimation of HAMs, as pointed out by Hommes (2006) , is "to understand the generating mechanism of the stylized facts, one would like to find the simplest HAM with a plausible behavioural story at the micro level, that still captures the most important stylized facts observed at the aggregate level. · · · .
Simple and parsimonious HAMs can thus help to discipline the wilderness of agent-based modelling". It is this principle that guides our approach of selecting structural parameters of the MF model to the DAX 30 in this paper.
THE MARKET FRACTION MODEL WITH HETEROGENEOUS EXPECTATIONS
The Market Fraction (MF) model considered in this section is a standard discounted value asset pricing model with heterogeneous agents. It is closely related to the framework of Hommes (1997, 1998) and Chiarella and He (2002) . We outline the model and refer the readers to He and Li (2008) for full details.
Consider an economy with one risky asset, one risk free asset, and two types of traders with different beliefs or expectations on the future price of the risky asset. It is assumed that the risk free asset is perfectly elastic and supplied at gross return of R = 1 + r/K, where r stands for a constant risk-free rate per annum and K stands for the trading frequency measured in fractions of a year. 7 Let P t and D t be the (ex dividend) price and dividend per share of the risky asset at time t, respectively. The first type of investor is called the fundamentalist (or informed trader) with a market fraction of population of n 1 . The second type of investor is called the trend follower (or uninformed trader) with a market fraction of population of n 2 . Note that n 1 + n 2 = 1. Let m = n 1 − n 2 ∈ [−1, 1], then m = 1(−1) corresponds to the case when all the traders are the fundamentalists (trend followers).
For investor i, let W i,t be his/her initial wealth and z i,t be the number of shares of the risky asset held by the investor at t. Then the portfolio wealth of the investor i at t + 1, W i,t+1 , is given by
(3.1)
Let E h,t and V h,t be the beliefs of type h traders (h = 1, 2) about the conditional expectation and variance of quantities at t + 1 based on their information at time t. Denote by R t+1 (= P t+1 + D t+1 − R P t ) the excess capital gain on the risky asset at t + 1. Assume that trader h has a constant absolute risk aversion (CARA) utility function with the risk aversion coefficient a h (e.g. U h (W ) = − exp(−a h W )). By expected utility maximization, the optimal demand on 7 Typically, K = 1, 12, 52 and 250 for trading period of year, month, week and day, respectively. To estimate the stylized facts observed from daily price movement in financial market, we select K = 250 in our discussion.
the risky asset of trader h is given by
Assume zero supply of outside shares. Then, using (3.2), the population weighted aggregate excess demand z e,t is given by
We assume that the market price is determined by a market maker who cleans the market by taking a long (when z e,t < 0) or short (when z e,t > 0) position. At the end of period t, after the market maker has carried out all transactions, he or she adjusts the price for the next period in the direction of the observed excess demand with a speed of price adjustment of µ. To capture unexpected market news or the excess demand of noise traders, we introduce a noisy demand termδ t which is an i.i.d. normally distributed random variable withδ t ∼ N (0, σ 2 δ ). Based on these assumptions and (3.3), the market price is determined by
We now turn to discuss the beliefs of fundamentalists and trend followers. Denote by F t = {P t , P t−1 , · · · ; D t , D t−1 , · · · } the common information set formed at time t. We assume that, apart from the common information set, the fundamentalists have superior information on the fundamental value, P * t , of the risky asset, which is assumed to follow a stationary process 8
whereǫ t is independent of the noisy demand processδ t . This specification ensures that neither fat tails nor volatility clustering are brought about by the exogenous fundamental price process.
Hence, any non-normal pattern in risky asset return, discussed below, would be driven by the trading process itself.
The fundamentalists are aware of trend followers and consequently believe that the stock price may be driven away from its fundamental value. More precisely, we assume that the conditional mean and variance of the fundamental traders are, respectively
where σ 2 1 stands for a constant variance of the fundamental value, and α ∈ [0, 1] is the fundamentalists' speed of price adjustment towards the fundamental value. In general, fundamental traders believe the market is efficient and prices converge to the expected fundamental value.
A high (low) weight of α leads to a quick (slow) adjustment of expected price towards the fundamental price.
The trend followers, unlike the fundamental traders, are technical traders who believe the future price change can be predicted from various patterns or trends generated from the history of prices. The trend followers extrapolate the latest observed price change over a long-run sample mean of the history prices and to adjust their variance estimate accordingly. More precisely, their conditional mean and variance satisfy
where γ, b 2 ≥ 0 are constants, and u t and v t are the sample mean and variance, respectively, which may follow some learning processes. The parameter γ measures the extrapolation rate and high (low) values of γ correspond to strong (weak) extrapolation from the trend followers.
The coefficient b 2 measures the influence of the sample variance. Various learning schemes 9
can be used to estimate the sample mean u t and variance v t . Here we assume that:
where δ ∈ [0, 1] is a constant. This is a limiting process of a geometric decay process when the length of memory lag tends to infinity 10 . The selection of this process is twofold. First, traders tend to put a high weight on the most recent prices and less weight on the more remote prices when they estimate the sample mean and variance. Second, the process leads to a low dimensional system which can be examined analytically. We note that instead of the geometric 9 See for example He (2002, 2003a) for related studies. 10 See Chiarella, He, Hung and Zhu (2006) for the proof. Basically, a geometric decay probability process (1 − δ){1, δ, δ 2 , · · · } is associated with the historical prices {P t , P t−1 , P t−2 , · · · }. The parameter δ measures the geometric decay rate. For δ = 0, the sample mean u t = P t , which is the latest observed price, while δ = 0.1, 0.5, 0.95 and 0.999 gives a half life of 0.43 day, 1 day, 2.5 weeks and 2.7 years, respectively. decay process, the trend following behaviour can also be modelled by other processes such as a moving average process in Hommes (2006a, 2006b ). However, with the moving average, the choice of the length of the moving window can become difficult. For different length of the moving window, the dimension of the resulted system is different and the analysis of the model has to be made separately. It also makes the analytical analysis of the underlying deterministic model more difficult, in particular when the length of the moving window is large. Empirically, we also have to estimate the length of the moving window as an extra parameter of the system. We should emphasize that it is the trend following behaviour, not a particular price trend process that plays more important role in explaining the power-law feature observed in real financial markets (see Chiarella, He and Hommes, 2006b) . As explained in He and Li (2007) , it is the interaction between the nonlinear deterministic dynamics and the noise processes that generates the power-law behaviour of the system. 11
To simplify the calculations, we assume that the dividend process D t follows D t ∼ N (D, σ 2 D ), the expected long-run fundamental valueP =D/(R − 1), and the unconditional variances of the price (σ 2 1 ) and dividend (σ 2 D ) over the trading period are related 12 by σ 2
(1 + q)σ 2 1 and hence the optimal demand of the fundamentalist is given by
Hence the optimal demand of the trend follower is given by
.
(3.10) 11 We thank the referee to point this out. We discuss this in details in Section 5. 12 Let σP be the annual volatility of P * t andD t = rP * t be the annual dividend. In this paper, we choose σ 2 1 = σ 2 P /K and q = r 2 . In fact, the annual variance of the dividendσ 2 D = r 2 σ 2 P . Therefore σ 2 D =σ 2 D /K = r 2 σ 2 P /K = r 2 σ 2 1 . In this paper, we choose r = 5% p.a,P = $100, σP = σP , σ ǫ = σ and K = 250.
Subsisting (3.9) and (3.10) into (3.4), the market price under a market maker is determined by the following 4-dimensional stochastic difference system be the source of power-law distributed fluctuations. In particular, the two noisy processes play different roles; the noisy demand plays an important role in the generation of insignificant ACs on returns, while the significant decaying AC patterns of the absolute returns and squared returns are more influenced by the noisy fundamental process. These findings provide a solid foundation for a systematic selection of structural parameters of the model to characterize financial data in terms of the power-law behaviour in volatility. In the following sections, we first systematically select the MF model to characterize the power-law behaviour of the DAX 30 and estimate the decay indices and (FI)GARCH parameters for the selected model. We then use the selected parameters to explain the market behaviour and provide further supporting evidence on the generating mechanism discovered in He and Li (2007) . In addition, we reveal the potential of the MF model to characterize the power-law behaviour of tail distribution of asset returns.
TESTING OF THE POWER-LAW BEHAVIOUR IN THE DAX 30
This section illustrates how to systematically select structural parameters of the MF model to characterize the power-law behaviour of the DAX 30. We start with a brief discussion of the stylized facts of the DAX 30, including both fat tail and power-law behaviour. We then discuss the selection procedure, which is designed in principle to match the autocorrelation patterns in August, 1975 to 29 June, 2007. Use p t to denote the price index for the DAX 30 at time t (t = 0, ..., 8000) and log returns r t are defined as r t = ln p t − ln p t−1 (t = 1, · · · , 8000). Table 4.1 gives the summary statistics of r t for the DAX 30, which shows many stylized facts in financial markets. We can see from Table 4 .1 that the kurtosis for r t is much higher than that of a normal distribution (which is 3). The kurtosis and studentized range statistics (which is the range divided by the standard deviation) show the characteristic fat-tailed behaviour compared with a normal distribution. The Jarque-Bera normality test statistic is far beyond the critical value, which suggests that r t is far from a normal distribution. Figures 4.1 (a) and (b) gives the plots of p t and r t ; they show that the market volatility is changing over time and large absolute returns are more likely to be followed by large absolute returns than small absolute returns. This suggests that a suitable model for the data should have a time varying volatility and volatility clustering structure as suggested by the ARCH and (FI)GARCH models. and σ δ ∈ [0.05, 8.5]. However P = 100 and q = r 2 = 0.05 2 are kept fixed. In the selection and the subsequent econometric analysis, we ran 1,000 independent simulations over 9,000 time periods and discarded the first 1,000 time periods to wash out the possible initial noise effect. For each run of the model we obtain 8,000 observations to match the sample size of the DAX 30. It is not possible to use autocorrelations at all lags, so we focus on a limited set of autocorrelations. In particular, we focus on lag lengths of 1 to 50, then 55, 60, 65, ..., and up to 100 periods 13 . This corresponds to 60 autocorrelations in total for the return, absolute return and squared return, respectively. Essentially, the dimension of β n M F and β DAX is 180, with 60 autocorrelations estimated for each of the r t , r 2 t and |r t |. The selected parameters of the MF model are reported in Table 4 .2.
We note that HAMs are highly likely to be misspecified, the selection procedure in (4.1) is based on the distance between the model and real world for a selected set of moments. It is designed to answer the question "given that the model is false, how true it is?" It allows us to focus on the characteristics in the data (in our case, this refers to the power law behaviour 13 We choose a large numbers of lags of ACs because our method of selection of the model parameters is exclusively focused on the ACs, and it works well to produce reasonable results reported in Figure 4 .3. Note that some of the moments might be weak, and we might have too many moments (see; e.g., Newey and Windmeijier, 2009 ), the second order autocorrelations might be unstable in an estimation sense (see; e.g., Francq and Zakoian, 2000) , and we also do not consider how to optimally select this set (Donald et al., 2008) , their impact on the selection procedure need to be investigated further. We thank an anonymous referee to bring these potential issues to our attention.
in volatility) for which the model is most relevant. A related important question is "to find out how wrong a model is and to compare the performance of different models" Robotti, 2008, 2009 ). In representative agent and rational expectation setting, measures of model misspecification developed by Hansen and Jagannathan (1997) and recently, Robotti (2008, 2009 ) are used to rank model performance. The distance in (4.1) is an analogue of Hansen and Jagannathan measure of model misspecification in the context of HAMs. 14 We also note that (4.1) is analogous to the indirect estimator suggested by Gourieroux et al. (1993) , where the distance is weighted by a positive definite matrix. The indirect inference of Gourieroux et al. (1993) has established conditions for consistent estimates, optimal weighting matrix for deviations between the auxiliary and simulated models, consistent estimators for the variance-covariance matrix and model specification tests. Similarly, the efficient method of moments established by Gallant and Tauchen (1996) would also be very useful. We would pursue this further to take full advantage of indirect inference and efficient method of moments in the future research. 15 Table 4 .2, we run 1,000 independent simulations for the MF model. For each run, we estimate the autocorrelation coefficients for returns, squared returns and absolute returns. We then take the average over the 1,000 runs and plot the ACs in Figure 4.3(a) , we see that for the MF model, the ACs are insignificant for the returns, but significantly positive over long lags for r 2 t and |r t |. Further, the sample autocorrelations for the absolute returns are greater than that for the squared returns at every 14 For HAMs, model comparison have been discussed in Li et al. (2010) and Franke and Westhoff (2012) . Franke and Westhoff (2012) suggest measures of model comparison if the models can be successfully estimated by the methods of simulated moments. Developing measures using (approximated) stochastic discount factor would provide better insight into HAMs, however, this seems not feasible for the paper at the moment. Behavioural finance literature often finds limits of arbitrage (see, e.g., Shleifer and Vishny, 1997; Froot and Dabora, 1999; Lamont and Thaler, 2003; and Gromb and Vayanos, 2010) , verification of existence of stochastic discount factor is not trivial. We plan to explore it further in future research. We thank an anonymous referee to bring the issue of comparison of performance of HAMs to our attention. 15 We would like to thank the referee for pointing this out. 
Estimates of Power-law Decay Index. Besides the visual inspection of autocorrelations
of r t , r 2 t and |r t |, one can also construct models to estimate the decay rate of the autocorrelations of r t , r 2 t and |r t |. For instance, we can semiparametrically model long memory in a covariance stationary series x t , t = 0, ±1, ..., by
where 0 < c 1 < ∞, s(ω) is the spectral density of x t , and ω is the frequency. Under (4.2), s(ω)
has a pole at ω = 0 for 0 < d < 1/2 (when there is a long memory in x t ). For d ≥ 1/2, the process is not covariance stationary. For d = 0, s(ω) is positive and finite. For −1/2 < d < 0,
we have short memory, negative dependence, or antipersistence. The ACs can be described by ρ k ≈ c 2 k 2d−1 , where c 2 is a constant and µ ≡ 2d − 1 corresponds to the hyperbolic decay index. Geweke and Poter-Hudak (1983) , henceforth GPH, suggest a semiparametric estimator of the fractional differencing parameter d based on a regression of the ordinates of the log spectral density. Given spectral ordinates ω j = 2πj/T (j = 1, 2, ..., m) , GPH suggest to estimate d
where v j are assumed to be i.i.d. with zero mean and variance π 2 /6. If the number of ordinates m is chosen such that m = g(T ) satisfying lim T →∞ g(T ) = ∞, lim T →∞ g(T )/T = 0 and lim T →∞ (log(T ) 2 )/g(T ) = 0, then the OLS estimator of d based on (4.3) has the limiting
).
(4.4) Robinson (1995) provides a formal proof for −1/2 < d < 1/2, Velasco (1999) proves the consistency ofd GP H in the case 1/2 ≤ d < 1 and its asymptotic normality in the case 1/2 ≤ d < 3/4. It is clear from this result that the GPH estimator is not √ T -consistent and in fact converges at a slower rate.
Another most often used estimator of d has been developed by Robinson and Henry (1999) , henceforth RH; they suggest a semiparametric Gaussian estimate of the memory parameter d, by considerinĝ
log ω j , (4.5) in which m ∈ (0, [T /2]). They prove that, under some conditions (see Robinson and Henry (1999) 
A major issue in the application of the GPH and the RH estimators is the choice of m, due to the fact that there is limited knowledge available concerning this issue, see Geweke (1998) for instance. Hence it is a wise precaution to report the estimated results for a range of bandwidths.
In our study, for both the GPH and the RH estimates of d, we report the corresponding estimates for m = 50, 100, 150, 200 and 250, respectively. For instance, for the DAX 30, For the DAX 30, we see from Table A .1 that the estimated d for the returns are not significant at any conventional significance levels while those for the squared returns, and the absolute returns are significant. Thus the DAX 30 displays a clear evidence of power-law for the squared and the absolute returns where d is positive, and the persistence in the absolute returns is much stronger than that in the squared returns. These results coincide with the well-established findings in the empirical finance literature.
For the selected MF model, the estimates of the decay rate d are reported in Table A .
in
Appendix A, where the column 'Sig%' indicates the percentage of simulations for which the corresponding estimates are significant at the 5% level over 1,000 independent simulations. We find that on average the estimates of d are insignificant for the returns, but significantly positive for the squared returns and the absolute returns. This verifies that there is a clear evidence of power-law for the squared returns and the absolute returns. It also shows that the patterns of the estimates of d for the squared returns and the absolute returns are comparable to those of the DAX 30 in Table A .1.
The above analysis has clearly demonstrated that our selection procedure of model parameters is very effective in matching the autocorrelation patterns of the DAX 30. In the following discussion, we want to see if the selected MF model can be used to characterize the volatility clustering and power-law tail behaviour, for which our procedure is not designed.
Volatility Clustering, Power-law and (FI)GARCH Estimates.
As a striking feature of the return series in financial markets, a number of econometric models of changing conditional variance have been developed to test and measure volatility clustering. The most widely used one is the one introduced by Engle (1982) and its generalization, the GARCH model, introduced by Bollerslev (1986). Following their specification if we model the returns as an AR (1) process, then a GARCH (p, q) model is defined by: N(0, 1) ,
where L is the lag operator,
the process can be rewritten as an ARMA(s, p) process
with s = max{p, q}. Table 4 .3 reports the estimates of the GARCH (1, 1) model for the DAX 30, where the mean process follows an AR (1) structure. Based on the estimates, one can see that a small influence of the most recent innovation (small α 1 ) is accompanied by a strong persistence of the variance coefficient (large β 1 ). It is also interesting to observe that the sum of the coefficients α 1 + β 1 is close to one, which indicates that the process is close to an integrated GARCH (IGARCH) process. Such parameter estimates are rather common when considering returns from high frequency daily financial data of both share and foreign exchange markets (see, Pagan (1996) ). The GARCH implies that shocks to the conditional variance decay exponentially. However the IGARCH implies that the shocks to the conditional variance persist indefinitely. In response to the finding that most of the financial time series are long memory volatility processes, Baillie et al. (1996) consider the Fractional Integrated GARCH (FIGARCH) process, where a shock to the conditional variance dies out at a slow hyperbolic rate. Chung (1999) suggests a slightly different parameterization of the model:
and σ 2 is the unconditional variance of the corresponding GARCH model. Table 4 .4 reports the estimates of the FIGARCH (1, d, 1) model for the DAX 30, where the mean process follows an AR (1) model. The estimate for the fractional differencing parameterd is statistically very different from both zero and one. This is consistent with the well known finding that the shocks to the conditional variance die out at a slow hyperbolic rate. For the same specifications of the GARCH and FIGARCH models, we report resulting estimates for the selected MF model in Tables 4.5 and 4.6, respectively. Again, all these estimates are the average of the estimations for each independent run of the selected model. The results from the GARCH model are astonishingly similar to that from the DAX 30, that is, a small influence of the most recent innovation is accompanied by strong persistence of the variance coefficient and the sum of the coefficients α 1 + β 1 is close to one. For the estimates of the FIGARCH (1, d, 1) , we see that the estimate of d for the selected MF model is significantly different from zero and one.
4.6. Power-law Tail Behaviour. Since the work of Mandelbrot (1963) , power-law tail behaviour has been found in a wide range of financial time series, and it has become one of the salient features in financial markets 16 . In general, if f N ormal is the probability density function of a normal distribution with mean µ and variance σ 2 , then we have log f N ormal (x) ∼ − 1 2σ 2 x 2 as x → ±∞. A random variable X is said to follow a power-law or Pareto distribution with shape parameter α > 0 and scale parameter β > 0 if P r[X > x] = (x/β) −α , for x ≥ β. In this case, log f P areto (x) ∼ −(α + 1) log(x) as x → +∞. Hence the difference of the tail behaviour between the normal and Pareto distribution is significant.
The estimation of tail index has been studied in great detail in Extreme Value Theory. More precisely, let X 1 , X 2 , ..., X n be a sequence of observations from some distribution function F , with its order statistics X 1,n ≤ X 2,n ≤ ... ≤ X n,n . As an analogue to the Central Limit Theorem, we know that, on average, if the maximum X n,n , suitably centred and scaled, converges to a non-degenerate random variable, then there exist two sequences {a n } (a n > 0) and {b n } such that lim n→∞ Pr X n,n − b n a n ≤ x = G γ (x), (4.10)
where
for some γ ∈ R and x such that 1+γx > 0. Note that for γ = 0, −(1+γx) −1/γ = e −x . If (4.10)
holds, then we say that F is in the max-domain of attraction of G γ and γ is called the extreme value index. In Pareto distribution, the tail index γ := 1/α measures the thickness of the tail distribution, the bigger the γ, the heavier the tail. The estimation of γ has been thoroughly studied, see Beirlant et al. (2004) for a detailed account. We outline three major estimators, the Hill estimator, the Pickands estimator, and the moment estimator by Dekkers et al. (1989) . The Hill index is defined by
This estimator is consistent for k → ∞, k/n → 0 as n → ∞, and under extra conditions, √ k(H k,n − γ) is asymptotically normal with mean 0 and variance γ 2 . The Pickands estimator is defined asγ P,k = 1 log 2 log X n−⌈k/4⌉+1,n − X n−⌈k/2⌉+1,n X n−⌈k/2⌉+1,n − X n−k+1,n .
16
For a recent example, see the study by LeBaron and Samanta (2005) on international equity markets.
The simplicity of the Pickands estimator is appealing but offset by large asymptotic variance, equal to γ 2 (2 2γ+1 + 1){(2 γ − 1) log 2} −2 . Dekkers et al. (1989) introduce a moment estimator, which is a direct extension of Hill index,
(log X n−j+1,n − log X n−k,n ) 2 .
They also prove the consistency and asymptotic normality.
The Hill index relies on the average distance between extreme observations and the tail cutoff point to extrapolate the behaviour of the tails into the broader part of the distribution. In practice, the behaviour of the Hill index depends heavily on the choice of cutoff point k, which is also true for the other two estimators. This choice involves a tradeoff between bias and variance, which is well known in non-parametric econometrics. If k is chosen conservatively with few order statistics in the tail, then the tail estimate will be sensitive to outliers in the distribution and have a high variance. On the other hand if the tail includes observations in the central part of the distribution, the variance is reduced but the estimate is biassed upward. So, we plot these estimates over a range of tail sizes. In the top panel of Figure 4 .4, we plot the Hill index, we see that for the negative tail, the Hill index of the MF model fits in the confidence intervals of the DAX 30; for the positive tail, it fits well when k is chosen less than 500. The Pickands estimates, plotted in the middle panel of 
IMPLICATION AND EXPLANATION OF THE RESULT
In this section, based upon the findings in Li (2007, 2008) we aim to interpret the selected parameters and provide some implications and explanations on the generating mechanism of the power-law behaviour of the MF model.
For the model parameters in Table 4 .2, the parameter m = −0.2 indicates that both the fundamentalists and trend followers are active in the market but the market is dominated by the trend followers with a majority of 60%. The higher a 1 and lower a 2 imply that the fundamentalists are more risk averse when compared with the trend followers. Among the 40% of the fundamentalists, a high value of α = 0.858 indicates that their speed of price adjustment towards the fundamental value is high. A higher value of γ = 8.464 indicates that trend followers extrapolate the price trend, measured by the difference between the current price and the geometric moving average of the history prices, strongly. The geometric decay rate is measured by δ and a value of δ = 0.292 gives a half life of 0.56 day, implying a very quick decaying weight.
The parameter b 2 = bσ 2 1 measures the influence of the sample variance v t , in addition to the common belief on the price volatility σ 2 1 , to the estimated price volatility for trend followers.
The estimated value of b = 6.763 implies that trend followers are cautious when estimating the price volatility, though they are less risk averse (measured by the CARA coefficient a 2 ).
The estimated annual return volatility of σ = 24% is closer to the annual return volatility of √ 250 × 0.01244 = 19.67% for the DAX 30. A value of µ = 0.946 indicates that the speed of the market price adjustment from the market maker is lower. The market price noise is about 3% of the average market price level. Intuitively, we have a very interesting market. The market is dominated by the trend followers. This dominance makes the market less stable. However, the market is balanced somehow by the activities of other market participants. More precisely, the trend followers destabilize the market in general. They are less risk averse, and extrapolate the price trend strongly. However, they are boundedly rational in a sense that they are cautious about their estimation of price volatility when they extrapolate and follow the price trend. The fundamentalists stabilize the market price to the fundamental value in general. They are more risk averse and adjust the market price to the fundamental value quickly. A low speed of price adjustment from the market maker can reduce the market impact of trend followers when the market becomes unstable. Therefore, due to trend following activity, the trend followers cause the market price to deviate from the fundamental value, but their cautiousness to high volatility (due to their own extrapolation, together with the activity of the fundamentalists), makes the market price move back to the fundamental value. The strength of the activity of the fundamentalists causes the market price to move back to the fundamental price very quickly, this trend in turn is extrapolated by the trend followers, pushing the market price to the other side of the fundamental value. This price process repeats again and again.
The above intuitive explanation based on the selected MF model can be verified by the dynamics of the underlying deterministic model, which has been examined extensively in He and Li (2008) . In fact, given the selected parameters in the corresponding deterministic model, the constant fundamental equilibrium becomes unstable through a Hopf bifurcation, leading to (a)periodical oscillation of the market price around the fundamental equilibrium. Such periodical deviations of the market price from the fundamental value in the deterministic model are inherited by the stochastic model.
One of the important contributions of this paper is that the testing result provides strong support on the power-law behaviour mechanism examined in He and Li (2007) . In He and Li (2007) , the MF model is used to examine the potential source of agent-based models with heterogeneous belief in generating power-law behaviour in return autocorrelation patterns. By examining the dynamics of the underlying deterministic model and simulating the impact of two different forms of noisy process on the deterministic dynamics, He and Li (2007) find that the interaction of fundamentalists, risk-adjusted trend chasing from the trend followers and the interplay of noisy fundamental and demand processes and the underlying deterministic dynamics can be the source of power-law behaviour. In particular, it demonstrates that, for the MF model with a chosen set of parameters near the Hopf bifurcation value of the underlying deterministic model, adding noisy demand plays an important role in the generation of insignificant ACs on the returns, while the significant decaying AC patterns of the absolute returns and squared returns are more influenced by the noisy fundamental process. This potential source of power-law generating mechanism obtained in He and Li (2007) through experiment is verified from the systematic selection of model parameter we conduct in this paper. In particular, the selected parameters correspond to Hopf-bifurcation induced (a)periodic oscillation of the deterministic dynamics. Intuitively, the selected model in this paper should fit the data better than the experiment conducted in He and Li (2007) and this intuition is confirmed in the following discussion.
To see how well the MF model is able to describe the characteristics in the DAX 30, we construct confidence intervals for the estimates based upon the DAX 30 to see if the estimates based upon the selected MF model lie in these intervals or not. In the following, we focus on the average estimates of the MF model rather than their accuracy since, by running the MF model independently many times, the estimates converge much faster than those of the DAX 30. Apart from checking the confidence intervals, we also construct the Wald test for this purpose. For instance, for the decay index d of the returns, the squared returns or the absolute returns, we want to test whether the values of the parameter d estimated from both the DAX 30 and the MF model are the same. In other words, we want to test hypothesis:
Using the Wald test, this null hypothesis can be tested by assuming that both the number of simulations and the number of time periods for each simulation go to infinity. In the construction of the Wald test, the test statistic is given by
whereΣ is simply the variance ofd DAX . The resulting test statistics are summarized in He and Li (2007) and the test statistics indicate that the estimated decay parameters from the estimation are much closer to the estimates from the DAX 30, when compared to the simulation experiment in He and Li (2007) . For a more general discussion on the comparison of the simulation models with the real world data, see Li et al. (2006 Li et al. ( , 2010 . Our approach of selecting model parameters is different from the likelihood and/or moment based approach where the weighted average of the distance is minimized by taking into account the sampling error. As pointed out in Franke (2009) , it is still possible to develop measures of goodness of fit. While the measures of goodness of fit are very useful when comparing the performance of different HAMs, the comparison results on various econometric characterizations between the MF model and the actual data seem to imply that it might be difficult to get meaningful test statistics. Thus, we have not explored this further. Moreover, in our approach the sampling error from the actual data is dealt with the confidence intervals of the estimates and that from the simulation data is eliminated by running many independent simulations.
CONCLUSION
To characterize stylized facts and power-law behaviour in financial market, we have evidenced a growing literature in HAMs to incorporate agents' heterogeneity and bounded rationality. However, estimation of the HAMs to the power-law behaviour of financial data is a difficult and challenging task. This is due to heavy nonlinear nature and the wilderness of the HAMs that have too many parameters to be estimated, leading to less clear understanding of mechanisms that generate the stylized facts. This is also due to our limited understanding of the interplay between the deterministic dynamics and exogenous noise processes.
To understand these issues and to overcome the difficulty, He and Li (2008) develop a simple and parsimonious stochastic market fraction (MF) asset pricing model of two types of traders (fundamentalists and trend followers) under a market maker scenario. They seek to explain aspects of financial market behaviour, such as market dominance, convergence of the market price to the fundamental price, and under-and over-reaction. They also seek to characterize various statistical properties, including the convergence of the limiting distribution and autocorrelation structure of the stochastic model by using the dynamics of the underlying deterministic system, traders' heterogeneous behaviour and market fractions. The analysis underpins the mechanisms on various market behaviours (such as under/over-reactions), market dominance and stylized facts in high frequency financial markets. Based on these results, He and Li (2007) use the MF model to show that agent heterogeneity, risk-adjusted trend chasing through the geometric learning process, and the interplay of noisy fundamental and demand processes and the underlying deterministic dynamics can be the source of power-law distributed fluctuations. That analysis of the simple and parsimonious MF model provides a foundation for our testing in this paper.
Motivated by the mechanism investigation of the power-law properties of the simple and parsimonious MF model, this paper studies how to find a set of structural parameters of the model to match the power-law behaviour in the DAX 30. The selection method of model parameter is based on minimization of the average distance between the ACs of the returns, the squared returns and the absolute returns of the DAX 30 and the corresponding ACs generated from the MF model. With the parameter values of the selected model, we show that the ACs of the market fraction model share the same pattern as the DAX 30. To characterize the power-law behaviours statistically, we conduct econometric analysis via Monte Carlo simulations and estimate the decay indices, the (FI)GARCH parameters, Hill index and related tests. We find that the selected MF model matches closely to the corresponding estimates for the DAX 30. We also demonstrate that the selected model parameters are consistent with the economic intuition of the model and support the generating mechanism of the power-law behaviour of the MF model found in He and Li (2007) . As a by-product, the selected model also generates fat tails. Therefore the selected MF model can fit the most of the stylized facts observed in the DAX 30. Our results thus provide strong support for the explanatory power of the HAMs.
It is worth emphasizing that all these interesting qualitative and quantitative features arise from the simple model with fixed market fractions. It may be interesting to extend our analysis and to test the model established by Dieci et al. (2006) , in which part of the market fractions is governed by market mood and the rest follows some adaptive switching process. One way to start might be to systematically select the model parameters first, and then implement misspecification tests. Allowing for market mood and switching mechanisms, we may gain a better characterization and understanding of the mechanisms driving financial markets and select the model to better fit the financial data. 
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